PLEASE READ

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS THOROUGHLY PRIOR TO BEGINNING THE HRB-4CCMN HANDRAIL INSTALLATION!

THIS INSTRUCTION SHEET IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE A SPECIFIC GUIDE TO FOLLOW FOR THE INSTALLATION OF THIS HRB-4CCMN HANDRAIL. CONTAINED WITHIN IS THE TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES REQUIRED TO COMPLETE AN EFFICIENT, NEAT AND LONG-LASTING INSTALLATION.

INSPECT ALL MATERIALS FOR DAMAGE OR MISSING PARTS. IF YOU DISCOVER DAMAGED OR MISSING MATERIALS, IN THE USA PLEASE NOTIFY THE FACTORY AT (800) 233-8493, AND IN CANADA (888) 895-8955 FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE.

HRB-4CCMN HANDRAIL MUST BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THESE INSTRUCTIONS! FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY VOID ANY PRODUCT WARRANTIES AND RESULT IN AN UNSUCCESSFUL INSTALLATION. FOR SPECIFIC QUESTIONS REGARDING THE INSTALLATION OF THIS HRB-4CCMN HANDRAIL PLEASE CALL THE FACTORY IN THE USA AT (800) 233-8493 OR EMAIL IWPTECHSUPPORT@C-SGROUP.COM. IN CANADA CALL (888) 895-8955.

IMPORTANT NOTES

1. ALL LINEAL MATERIAL TO BE SUPPLIED IN STOCK LENGTHS. ALUMINUM AND ACROVYN IN LENGTHS UP TO 20'-0". THIS MATERIAL IS TO BE FIELD CUT USING QUALITY EQUIPMENT TO INSURE THAT ALL CUTS ARE SQUARE. WHEN CUTTING MATERIAL SECTIONS, C/S RECOMMENDS USING AN 80-100 TOOTH CARBIDE TIPPED SAW BLADE OR EQUIVALENT, TO MINIMIZE CHIPPING AND MAINTAIN JOINT ALIGNMENT.

2. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE TYPICAL.

3. FOR DRYWALL/PLASTER WALL CONSTRUCTION, IT IS RECOMMENDED FOR FASTENERS TO BE ENGAGED INTO METAL/WOOD STUDS TO MAINTAIN MAXIMUM PULLOUT STRENGTH.

4. INSTALL OUTSIDE CORNERS FIRST.

5. INSTALL LONGEST RUN OF HANDRAIL FIRST.

6. ALUMINUM RETAINER SPLICE SHOULD NOT EXCEED 4" [101.6mm] DISTANCE FROM A BRACKET.

7. THE DISTANCE BETWEEN AN ACROVYN SPLICE JOINT AND AN ALUMINUM RETAINER SPLICE JOINT SHOULD BE STAGGERED 4" [101.6mm].

8. MATERIAL MUST REACH 65°F MIN. TO 75°F MAX. 24 HOURS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION. THIS IS ESSENTIAL TO MINIMIZE EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION OF MATERIAL.

9. MAY REQUIRE USE OF FIRE PUTTY WHEN INSTALLED ON FIRE WALL WITH TOGGLE BOLTS. REFERENCE INSTRUCTIONS 24FIREPUTTY FOR FIRE PUTTY INSTALLATION.

10. THIS HANDRAIL REQUIRES A MINIMUM OF 2 MOUNTING BRACKETS PER UNIT. THE MINIMUM END CAP-TO-END CAP HANDRAIL LENGTH IS 17" [431.8mm].

11. FOR OSHPD USE 20 GA. STEEL STUD, 20 GA. INTERMEDIATE HORIZONTAL STUD AND 5/8" GYPSUM WALL BOARD.

### COMPONENTS & WALL FASTENERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WALL CONDITION</th>
<th>SPECIFIED FASTENER</th>
<th>DRILL DIAMETERS</th>
<th>C/S PART NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEEL STUD/GYPSUM WALL</td>
<td>1/4-20 X 5&quot; ROUND HEAD BOLT WITH TOGGLE, AND LOCK WASHER</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>90H049002, 90H060003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK</td>
<td>#14 X 5&quot; PHILLIPS RD HD ALL-PURPOSE SCREW</td>
<td>3/16&quot;</td>
<td>90H287002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOD STUD/GYPSUM WALL</td>
<td>#14 X 5&quot; PHILLIPS RD HD ALL-PURPOSE SCREW</td>
<td>1/8&quot;</td>
<td>90H287002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 GA. STEEL STUD/GYPSUM WALL</td>
<td>1/4-20 X 5&quot; RD. HD. BOLT WITH FLAT WASHER 1/4&quot; TOGGLER WING 3M MOLDABLE FIRE PUTTY</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>90H659002, 90H650003, 90H920004, 90M012000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HRB-4CCMN HANDRAIL

LAYOUT VIEW

SEE “STEP 8” FOR ACROVYN CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE:
DEDUCT ADDITIONAL 3/32” [2.4mm] PER END CAP FROM ACROVYN IF USING OPTIONAL REVEAL.

FASTENERS 32" O.C. MAX. [812.8mm]

FIELD DIMENSION (TYPICAL ALL WALLS)

SPLICE

OPTIONAL INSIDE CORNER

STANDARD INSIDE CORNER

4 3/4" [120.7mm]

1 1/2" [38.2mm]

3" [76.2mm]

7" [177.8mm]

4" [101.6mm]

FIELD DIMENSION (TYPICAL ALL WALLS)

STANDARD OUTSIDE CORNER

LIGATURE RESISTANT MOUNTING BRACKET LENGTH MINUS 3/16"

1/4" [6.4mm]

1/4" [6.4mm]

4" [101.6mm] MAX. FIRST BRACKET LOCATION FROM CORNER OF WALL

SPLICE

1" [25.4mm]

1" [25.4mm]

RETAINER LENGTH

3" [76.2mm]

4" [101.6mm]

4" [101.6mm]

NOTE:
DEDUCT ADDITIONAL 3/32” [2.4mm] PER END CAP FROM ACROVYN IF USING OPTIONAL REVEAL.
**HRB-4CCMN HANDRAIL**

**TYPICAL ASSEMBLY**

- **Top Plate**
- **Inside Corner Assembly**
- **Inside Corner Plate**
- **Fastener #5**
- **Ligature Resistant Mounting Bracket**
- **Outside Corner Plate**
- **Specified Fastener**
- **Closing Plate**
- **Quick Lock, Use Metal Quick Lock for OSHPD**
- **End Cap**
- **Alignment Groove for End Cap Fasteners and Quick Lock Adapters**
- **End Plate**
- **Retainer Splice Connector**
- **Acrovyn Line-Up Splice**
- **Acrovyn Butt Joint, Stagger Aluminum and Acrovyn Butt Joints 4" [101.6mm] Min.**
- **Optional Reveal or S/S**
- **End Cap Fasteners (Fasteners #1 & #3)**
- **Outside Corner Assembly**
- **Acrovyn Cover**
- **RC-10 Cushion**
1. Using local code requirements, establish handrail above finish floor. Deduct 2 3/4” [69.8mm] and snap a chalk line at that height. This marks the location of the fasteners for the handrail brackets.

2. Cut the ligature resistant mounting bracket to length using the required deductions (see layout view). Pre-drill clearance holes for the specified wall fasteners in the ligature resistant mounting bracket 3” [76.2mm] from each end. Reference chart on page 2 for correct drill diameters. All other bracket holes must not exceed 32” [812.8mm] on center. Attach one closing plate with two (2) #6 x 1/2” tamper-resistant sheet metal screws to each end of the ligature resistant bracket before attaching to the wall.

3. Place a bracket lock into each bracket base. Using the appropriate fasteners, attach the bracket assemblies to the wall at the pre-drilled locations. See illustration 1.

4. Cut the continuous aluminum retainer to length using the required deductions as noted (see layout view).

Note: It is recommended that the Acrovyn covers and aluminum retainer be cut with an 80-100 tooth carbide tipped saw blade or equivalent.

5. Cut the RC-10 cushion to length noting the required deductions (see layout view) and install onto aluminum retainer.

Optional: The end caps and covers may be installed onto the retainer prior to positioning the retainer to the wall brackets. If this installation method is preferred, proceed with steps 7 through 9 before completing step 6.

6. Place the retainer on the wall brackets so that the head of each quick lock inserts into the channel on the back of the retainer. Using the wrench provided, twist each lock 90° to secure the bracket base into place. See illustrations 2 through 4. Use a level to ensure retainer is level.
END CAP & CORNER ASSEMBLY INSTALLATION

NOTE: INSTALLATION OF OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLY SHOWN FROM THE BACKSIDE FOR CLARITY. INSIDE CORNERS AND STANDARD END CAPS SIMILAR.

7. ATTACH END CAPS AND/OR CORNER ASSEMBLIES BY LOOSELY THREADING TWO (2) 1/4-20 x 1/2" BUTTON SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREWS THROUGH THE BACKSIDE OF THE FLANGE OF EACH END CAP (FOUR (4) PER CORNER ASSEMBLY) INTO THEIR RESPECTIVE NUTS ON THE RETAINER SIDE OF THE FLANGE. SLIDE THE FLANGE INTO THE RECEIVER CHANNEL OF THE ALUMINUM RETAINER AND TIGHTEN THE BUTTON SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREWS FOR A SECURE FIT. SEE ILLUSTRATIONS 6 THROUGH 8.

NOTE: TO AID IN LOCATING THE END CAPS CORRECTLY, CUT A 4" [101.6mm] SECTION OF COVER FROM SCRAP AND SNAP IT ON THE RETAINER. LOCATE THE CAP SO IT ALIGNS FLUSH WITH TOP AND BOTTOM OF THE COVER.

8. CUT THE ACROVYN COVERS TO THE PROPER LENGTH. THE COVER LENGTH IS DETERMINED BY MEASURING THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE INSTALLED END CAPS AND/OR INSIDE/OUTSIDE CORNER ASSEMBLIES.

NOTE: IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE ACROVYN COVERS BE CUT SLIGHTLY LONGER (1/32" UP TO 5'-0", 1/16" OVER 5'-0") THAN THE MEASURED DISTANCE. THIS ADDITIONAL LENGTH WILL PROVIDE FOR A TIGHTER COVER-TO-END CAP FIT.


NOTE: MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDS ALL PRINTED "PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION" ON THE REAR OF THE ACROVYN PROFILE SHALL BE ORIENTED IN THE SAME DIRECTION DURING INSTALLATION TO ENSURE PROPER ALIGNMENT AT SPLICE BUTT JOINTS.
10. USING THE END PLATE/OUTSIDE CORNER PLATE AS A TEMPLATE, MARK THE HOLE LOCATIONS AND DRILL 5/32” PILOT HOLES. INSTALL THE END PLATE WITH TWO (2) #6 X 1/2” TAMPER-RESISTANT SHEET METAL SCREWS (FOUR (4) PER OUTSIDE CORNER PLATE).

11. CUT THE CONTINUOUS TOP PLATE TO THE PROPER LENGTH BY MEASURING THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE INSTALLED END PLATES AND/OR OUTSIDE CORNER PLATE.

12. INSTALL THE CONTINUOUS TOP PLATE ONTO THE LIGATURE RESISTANT BRACKET BETWEEN THE INSTALLED END PLATES AND/OR OUTSIDE CORNER PLATE.

13. PLACE A WOOD BLOCK ON TOP OF THE CONTINUOUS TOP PLATE. WHILE HOLDING THE CONTINUOUS TOP PLATE SOMEWHAT LEVEL, USE A RUBBER MALLET TO STRIKE THE WOOD BLOCK. (NOTE: DO NOT HAMMER DIRECTLY ONTO THE CONTINUOUS TOP PLATE AS THIS MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE CONTINUOUS TOP PLATE.)

14. WORK DOWN ALONG THE LENGTH OF THE CONTINUOUS TOP PLATE DRIVING THE TOP PLATE APPROXIMATELY HALF ONTO THE LIGATURE RESISTANT BRACKET. RETURN AND DRIVE THE CONTINUOUS TOP PLATE THE REMAINDER OF THE WAY IN UNTIL IT IS SEATED FLUSH WITH THE END PLATES AND/OR OUTSIDE CORNER PLATE.